
 

WA Wilson Shape Directions 

WA Wilson/Wilson Glass and Aluminum utilizes a computer controlled glass cutting line as part 
of our order entry system. Dozens of straight line and curved shapes can be ordered and 
automatically cut without the need for full sized patterns, saving you both time and money. 

We also accept CAD .dxf files. 

When requiring a non-rectangle for either StarBrite or StarLite glass, we encourage you to first 
review the attached shapes. If one is applicable, we will need the following information: 

1. The shapes are all viewed from the ‘outside looking in’, or ‘tabletop, rough side down’.  
2. Identify the shape by its number.  
3. Give all of the dimensions, using the letters as reference.  
4. If the glass is for StarBrite fabrication, indicate which sides have edgework, and advise 

the polish or bevel type required. 

We will still require patterns for glass that has holes, or dimensions that cannot be found from 
these shape selections. 

If possible, cut the pattern to the shape that you need rather than drawing lines. If you draw lines, 
use a pen or felt tipped marker, not a pencil. We are unable to ‘add’ dimensions to your pattern. 

Our preferred pattern material is cardboard, craft paper, or solid wood. We cannot accept paper 
patterns, since they often stretch when laid flat. 
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